
Living through the COVID-19: 

Thursday 04/09/20: 

Today I woke up a little late and had barely any time to finish my post quiz for Geology 

that was going to close at 12 pm. After the quiz I got up from my seat and head to the kitchen to 

look for breakfast. What Americans like to say around this time “it’s time for brunch”. But for 

me since I’ve technically just got up and haven’t had anything to eat, it still breakfast for me.  

 I was casually in the kitchen just hanging out with my parents. That my dad quickly finds 

himself startled. He is casually watching the news and is shocked to see the demographics of 

who is affected the most. In this image is what practically what my dad saw in the news. Which 

basically it focuses on individuals who are hospitalized in Dallas. Hispanics is that biggest 

percentage. In the video it focused on how Hispanics tend to be the most affected because they 

tend to socialize the most with close relatives. Especially in serious crisis as these many Hispanic 

families worry about the whereabouts of close relatives and spend time with them the most. But I 

quickly left the kitchen because I chose to continue working and you can say that me and my dad 

aren’t exactly in good terms.  
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 Today at night was when me and my friend heard some news about Wonho. He was a 

member of Monsta X and left the group in November 2019. Wonho has appeared all over the 

media and he declared he will continue as a solo artist. It broke my heart knowing that he isn’t 

coming back to Monsta X. A group in which he was cherished by the members and fans. It was 

good to hear that he will continue doing what he loves the most which is to sing and produce 

music. I will continue supporting him in his career because his story is sensitive and admirable. 
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He deserves so much love and support from fans just as Monsta X does. But I was just glad that 

he didn’t shut himself off from making music. I’m looking forward to his future path.  

 


